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THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WERE RAISED AND ARE ANSWERED BELOW: 
 
1. In the pricing matrix area, what do you envision being list in the Unit column? As I have reviewed this and 

started to answer the questions, I wanted to clarify to ensure we are providing content to assist you in 
making a decision. I have had two schools of thought: 

 
Example 1 – unit means the number requested and the cost is the net amount 

 Unit Cost 
Net (no Commission) cost of web address 
in Las Vegas Review Journal 

1 $150 

 
Example 2 – unit means the net (no commission) amount and the cost includes the agency commission 

 Unit Cost 
Net (no Commission) cost of web address 
in Las Vegas Review Journal 

$150 $169.50 

 
Please let me know which direction you would like for us to take.  
 

Answer: Please follow “Example 1“; unit means the number requested and the cost is the net amount. 
 

2. In the RFP, it is noted that UNLV primarily posts to HigherEdJobs.com, Nevada Job Connect, and Minority 
Faculty Applicant Database. Do you have any job board contracts with HigherEdJobs.com or another other 
jobs boards that we need to be aware of? 
 
Answer: Yes, with HigherEdJobs.com. 

 
3. What are the positions you most regularly advertise? 

 
Answer: Academic Faculty, Administrative Faculty, and Classified (non-exempt) positions. 
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4. What are the hardest to fill through advertising media? 

 
Answer: IT positions such as Database Administrators or Nursing faculty positions such as Medical / 
Surgical and Psychosocial. 

 
5. What are your most successful media? 

 
Answer: Higher Ed jobs and our UNLV website are our most successful. 

 
6. How do you track metrics? 

 
Answer: Currently we track them through databases and activity reports provided by the job boards we use. 

 
7. Do you have a strategy to decrease your reliance on traditional – online/offline media? 

 
Answer: No, we do not have a current strategy. 

 
 
8. Could you provide me some examples of what these ads looked like in past years? 

 
Answer: Please see attached current examples from the Las Vegas Review Journal, Chronicle of Higher 
Education & Higher Ed Jobs. 
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9. Please clarify the difference between Questions #3 (2nd table) and #4. It appears they are requesting the 
same information. 

“3. Provide web charges for placing the print ad on the publication’s job board if 
applicable.” 
“4. Net cost to post on the following publication's websites:” 
 

Answer: For question #3 (Table 2) - "Web Charges" are an administrative fee (vendor) to post on the 
Website to cover vendor staff time/rate. For questions #4 (Table 1) is the negotiated cost between the 
vendor and publication to post for 30 days. For example, what is your negotiated rate with the LVRJ to post 
an Ad for 30 days? 

 
10. How many companies will be competing for this business? 

Answer: This is unknown until the proposals are received for the Opening.  However, a list of vendors who 
submitted their proposals will be posted to our website at: http://www.unlv.edu/purchasing/results.  
 

11. Please provide percentages as to the types of work University of Nevada, Las Vegas will need assistance 
with:  
 print ads 
 job board postings 
 digital/banner ads 
 aggregator ads 
 search engine ads 
 social media posts/ads/content 

 
Answer: Our approximate percentages are as follows: 70% - Job Board Posting, 30% Print Ads 
 

12. Regarding Section E, Pricing/Royalty Fee Response Form: 
 

For the columns labeled Unit & Cost.  Should we put net cost for the specific item in the Unit column and 
the cost with margin (mark-up) to UNLV in the Cost column? 

 
Answer: Please only put the number of Units in the unit column.  Cost (with mark-up) should be in cost 
column.  Please also see the Answer to Question# 1 for clarification. 

 
 

ALL OTHER TERMS, CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THIS INVITATION TO RFP 
REMAIN THE SAME. 


